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FOR HEAT TRANSFER IN SPHERE-PAC BEDS

W.R. Fundamenski and P.J. Gierszewski

Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project
2700 Lakeshore Rd W, Mississauga, Ontario, CANADA L5J 1K3

1. INTRODUCTION

The design of a tritium breeding blanket for a fusion reactor requires the knowledge of heat
transfer within the blanket. A sphere-pac bed of lithium ceramic is one promising blanket
concept. In this paper, three models for effective bed heat transfer are compared against
the experimental database in order to choose a reference correlation to be used in blanket
design.

Heat transfer in a packed bed may be described with the use of two parameters:

- an effective thermal conductivity of the bed (k^ ) ; and
- a heat transfer coefficient at the bed-solid interface (h).

The first parameter allows the bed to be treated as a homogenous medium with an
effective thermal conductivity. The second takes into account the reduced bed conductivity
within a few radii region of the bed-solid interface, due to a higher porosity in that region as
well as the thermal contact resistance due to surface effects. Each of these will be
handled separately.

2. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

2.1 Relevant factors

In general, the effective thermal conductivity of a packed bed may be expressed as:

kt»d = KJL K kg. K K. D,. a, Phij
2, v,) (1)

where
k,i = thermal conductivity of the ith solid (in a mixture of various sphere types);
kg = thermal conductivity of ihe gas;
k,i = radiative heat transfer contribution of the ith sphere type;
KJ = Smoluchowski effect contribution, or the effect of gas molecule mean free path at

low gas pressures;
D; = diameter of the ith spheres;
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Q = the overall porosity or void fraction of the bed;
pkij

s = the ratio of contact area between spheres of type i and j to the projected area of
sphere of type i; and

Y = relative volume fraction of spheres of type i in the bed

In the above formulation, kbed assumes that the gas is stagnant, ie. non-flowing. The
increase in bed conductivity due to gas flow is linear with respect to the flow velocity [3]:

"Wv = kbad,0 + kg*ReD*Pr/C (2)

where k^,,, is the bed conductivity in stagnant gas, ReD is a Reynolds number based on
sphere diameter, Pr is the gas Prandtl number and C is an empirical function of sphere
and bed sizes. In the present work, only beds under stagnant conditions were examined,
with the understanding that the bed conductivity in flowing gas could be determined using
Eqn.(2) from k^,,. For typical fusion blanket applications, the convective contribution to

should be small [10].

In the above listed parameters, the subscripts i and j on ks, kr, D and pk
2 are necessary

since the different types of spheres, which are mixed together to form a bed, may have
drastically different thermal conductivities, emissivities, sizes and ductilities.

Although a general model was sought, i.e. one which would incorporate all these effects,
some of these effects are more important than others when applied to breeder blanket
design. Since a blanket may operate between 600°C to 1100°C, radiative heat transfer
cannot be ignored. For typical purge gas pressures of 1-3 bar, the Smoluchowski effect is
small (but not insignificant). Heat transfer through the finite contact area makes a
significant contribution only when the conductivity of the solid greatly exceeds the
conductivity of the gas ( kjkg » 1 ), as is the case when a high conductivity material such
as beryllium is used. For fusion blankets, the main parameters are ks, kg, D, Q, and V.

The three models which were examined and compared are:
a) the Hall and Martin (HM) model [1];
b) the Schlunder, Zehner and Bauer (SZB) model [2,3]; and
c) the Okazaki, Yamasaki, Gotoh and Toei (OYGT) model [3,4].

The choice of these models was in part based on their previous use in fission and fusion
applications [12,13]. Taken together, these models cover a wide spectrum of modelling
approaches from empirical and macroscopic, to analytical and microscopic. None of the
original models alone accounted for all the factors listed previously, see Table 1. In those
cases when a model ignored a certain effect, it was modified here to take the effect into
account. The modifications will be discussed in the following sections. The new models
will be referred to as SZB-mod, OYGT-mod and HM-mod.
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2.2 Hall anc Martin model

In the Hall and Martin model [1], the packed bed is approximated by two idealized
configurations with different bed porosity: a cubic packing of spheres and a square
packing of infinite cylinders. Transfer of heat in each of these beds is then found, taking
into account radiation and Smoluchowski effect. Multisize beds are also handled by
introducing an equivalent diameter DeK, with a cubic root dependence on volume fraction,

Def( = Z ( V i
1 ' 3 ) / 2 ( V i

1 / 3 / D i ) (3)

From the effective conductivities of the idealized beds as well as the solid (0% porosity)
and gas (100% porosity) conductivities, the effective conductivity of the actual bed is
interpolated on the basis of porosity, see Appendix A1.

Two assumptions are implicit in the HM model: heat transfer in straight lines and regular
packing of the spheres. In reality, heat flow lines tend to bend towards points of contact,
hence increasing the conductivity, while irregular packing inhibits heat flow. The central
assumption of the HM model is that these two effects cancel. This is not the case for high
conductivity materials, such as Al or Be, where the finite contact area contribution is
significant. Hence, the original HM model underpredicts k,,̂  for beds with a high ks/kg ratio.
To correct for the finite contact area effect, the model was modified, as suggested by
Dalle-Donne and Sordon [3], by introducing an effective relative contact area parameter <j>,
where § = <i>(pkij2)» so that

K - = ( 1 - « % * « « + 4>X (4)

In this study, it was found by comparison with data, that the HM model consistently
underpredicted k ^ even for low conductivity materials, for which contact area contribution
to the overall heat transfer was very small. Since this could be a result of the random
packing not accounted for by the model, an empirical factor of 1.2 was used to give a best
agreement with the data. Hence, with both modifications

IWHM.™* = d -4>riWHM*1 -2 + <t»X (5)

The original HM model assumed that the bed consisted of particles of the same material,
i.e. of same conductivity, emissivity and contact area parameters. To allow for mixing
different material spheres, the properties were first averaged on the basis of the probability
of contact between the various sphere types. This averaging expression was obtained by
Okazaki, Yamasaki, Gotoh and Toei in their model (OYGT),

xe(f = x /V , 2 + x2*V2
2 + 2*Vi*V2*2/( 1/x, + 1/x2 ) (6)

where x1f xz refer to properties of the first and second type spheres, respectively.
Equations (5) and (6) are subsequently referred to as the HM-mod model. For a complete
set of equations, refer to Appendix A1.
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2.3 Schiunder, Zehner and Bauer model

The SZB model [2,3] is empirical and macroscopic rather than analytical and microscopic
in nature. It does not make any assumptions about the particle arrangement or packing,
but rather uses the porosity of the bed as the main scaling parameter. The equations
incorporate all of the relevant parameters, including Smoluchowski effect, radiative heat
transfer and contact area. The only limitation is the assumption of single type spheres, ie.
of same conductivity, emissivity, etc. To allow for mixing of different material spheres,
Dalle-Donne and Sordon [3] used the cell averaging method of Okazaki, Yamasaki, Gotoh
and Toei, Eqn. (6), to modify the SZB model. However, they found that they obtained
slightly better results by averaging the conductivity contributions of the various properties
rather than averaging the properties themselves,

K*i = kxi*V,2 + kx2*V2
a + 2*V,*V2*2/( 1/k,, + 1/kx2) (7)

where kx1I kx2 refer to the conductivity contributions due to solid conductivity and emissivity
of the first and second type spheres respectively. This is a similar modification to the one
used in the HM model, although there the properties were averaged before their
conductivity contributions were calculated. The contact area parameters pkij

2 are averaged
using Eqn.(6) in both the SZB and the HM models.

Multisize effects were handled in the original SZB model with the use of an effective
diameter Deff based on first power of the volume fraction,

D . f l = 1 / ( Z V I / D l ) (8)

and a distribution parameter,

Cdistr = [ { 2 ( V i / D i
2 ) / ( S V / D i )

2 } 2 - 1 ] 1 ' 2 (9)

This expression was arrived at by Schiunder [2] on the basis of conductivities of beds with
multisize spheres of between 4 to 13 sizes, where Dmax/Dmin < 10. In such beds, one may
expect the arrangement of the spheres to be highly random. However, in binary beds
where D,/D2 > 7, the packing might retain a high degree of order, especially if a low bed
porosity is achieved, about 20%. In that case, the smaller sized spheres fit into the
vacancies between the larger spheres, resulting in a quite different packing than the kind
for which Schiunder developed the distribution parameter C^. Dalle-Donne and Sordon
retained this parameter even though they observed that it highly overpredicted the effective
conductivities of binary beds, even in cases where D,/D2 was equal to 2 or 4. The error
was greater for larger size ratios.

In the case of breeder blankets, only single size or low porosity binary beds with D,/D2 >7
are of interest. Hence, the distribution parameter was taken here as zero,

CdUr = 0 (10)
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assuming essentially a single size bed of the effective diameter D9ff and of given porosity
a. This assumption was justified by greatly improved agreement with binary bed data.

It is important to distinguish between the various stages of modification to the SZB model.
In their paper, Dalle-Donne and Sordon refer to their own version of the SZB model with
the distribution parameter as given by Eqn.(9) as the modified SZB model. However, in
light of the better agreement found in this study between the SZB model with Caistr = 0 and
conductivity data for beds of interest, this last model will be referred to in the rest of this
paper as the modified SZB model. It consists of Eqns. (7), (8) and (10). For the complete
set of equations refer to Appendix A2.

2.4 Okazaki, Yamasaki. Gotoh and Toei (OYGT) model

The OYGT model [3,4] bears a similar relation to the SZB model as does statistical
mechanics to classical thermodynamics. The latter deals only with macroscopic
parameters such as porosity, volume fractions and bed conductivity, in an attempt to arrive
at an "equation of state1 relating these quantities. The latter descends to the microscopic
level, examining the probabilities of packing of particles, the number of contacts per
particle and heat flow per contact, in order to derive a 'fundamental equation' for the bed.
The second method is more basic and analytical in its approach, which is reflected in
increased computational time. To calculate heat transfer between spheres, a unit cell is
constructed, see Figure 1, and linear heat flow inside the spheres is assumed. An
integration is performed for each unit cell to yield a cell effective conductivity. The bed
conductivity is then obtained by taking a probabilistic average of the occurrence of the
various unit cells, Eqn. (7). The expressions used above to modify the SZB and HM
models are derived from the statistical considerations put forth by Okazaki, Yamasaki,
Gotoh and Toei. Binary beds are handled by considering four possible unit cells, see
Figure 2, and the probability of occurrence of each. In terms of the coordination numbers,
it may be written,

•<es. ave = (Ks^U + W n i 2 ) * V i + ( W ^ i + W a ^ V . , (1 1 )

where kesij is the conductivity of the cell consisting of spheres i and j , n,j is an average
number of contact points between spheres i and j in the bed, and V, and V2 are the
relative volume fractions of the two sphere types. The original OYGT model did not
account for radiative heat transfer, Smoluchowski effect or contact area. These effects
were added by Dalle-Donne and Sordon with the use of similar factors as in the SZB
model. The modifications added even greater complexity to the OYGT model.

Only binary beds can be treated with the unit cell averaging method. This is not an
obstacle for breeder blanket purposes since only binary and single sized beds are of
interest [10,13]. However, in calculating heat flow for a unit cell of two sized spheres, the
heat flow region cutoff was assumed to occur at the tangent point of a radius of the
smaller sphere as extended to the larger sphere, limiting the range of sizes to D,/D2 < 3. In
order to achieve low porosity as desired in fusion blankets, binary beds with D/Dj > 7 are
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2.5 Experimental Database

The four main sources considered here for reference data were :

Dalle-Donne and Sordon (KfK) [3] - AI,Steel,AlaO31Li4SiO4 / He.Ar - 0.5 to 4.0 mm
Raffray et al. (UCLA) [6,7] - Al / He,N2 - 0.1 to 4.3 mm
Londry and Slavin (Trent U) [8] - Li2ZrO3,AI2O3 / He -1.2 and 3.0 mm
Hall and Martin [1] - UO2 / He - 0.035 to 1.2 mm

In all case the gas was stagnant, with pressure between 0.1 to 6 bar.

There is a considerable amount of data reported for sphere-pac beds. However, much of it
is not for fusion-relevant conditions or materials, is insufficiently well-defined, and
emphasizes single-size spheres of a single material. For example:

Okazaki et al. [4] - glass.Cu.acrylic / N2 - 0.05 to 0.15 mm
The temperatures and pressures were not specified, the material conductivities
were back calculated to fit kbed from the OYGT model prediction, and the size and
conductivity range of mixed beds was limited to D^D., < 3, ks,/ks2 < 6.

Schlunder [2] - ceramic / gas - 0.05 to 2.0 mm
The solid and gas conductivity are not given. The internal porosity of the ceramic is
also unknown. Multimaterial or binary beds are not considered.

The most fusion-relevant dataset was gathered by Dalle-Donne and Sordon [3]. It included
all important bed mixtures except for a binary, multimaterial bed. Since the data was
gathered with breeder blanket design in mind, it used a ceramic bed as well as high
conductivity materials such as aluminum and steel to simulate beryllium.

There is an important conflict between the Dalle-Donne and Sordon and the Raffray et al
datasets with regards to aluminum packed beds. For apparently the same conditions, the
reported effective conductivities differ by a factor of three, with Dalle-Donne and Sordon
obtaining the higher values, see Table 2.

One possible explanation is formation of an AI2O3 layer on the sphere surface, reducing
the sphere conductivity k, since k ^ , , « kAl. However, the oxide layer on aluminum is
expected to be too small to account for such a large drop in bed conductivity. An alternate
explanation is that the contact area between the spheres may be different, possibly
because of different pressures applied to the experimental bed. Duncan, Peterson and
Fletcher [11] report that external pressures on aluminum sphere beds of about 1 MPa
tripled kj,,, probably due to increased sphere contact area in this ductile material. It is
uncertain whether the beds examined by Dalle-Donne and Sordon, and Raffray et al, were
subjected to any significant external loads. It is worth mentioning that the two datasets
could be reconciled to within 20% if nearly zero contact area is assumed in the models for
the Raffray data.
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could be reconciled to within 20% it nearly zero contact area is assumed in the models for
the Raffray data.

In comparing all available data on high conductivity materials, the consensus agrees
closer with the Dalle-Donne and Sordon values. The results of Duncan, Peterson and
Fletcher [11] with zero external pressure for Al/Ar bed tend to agree closely with the KfK
data. Also their results for the Al/N2 bed are about three times higher than the UCLA
values. The Dalle-Donne and Sordon Steel/He bed conductivity is slightly higher than the
UCLA Al/He bed conductivity, even though kAI/ksleel > 4, see Table 2. The Dalle-Donne and
Sordon data was taken here as correct, but further investigation of high ks/kg beds is
necessary before these results can be considered certain.

The reference data set includes binary, single material beds [1,3] with D^D., = 2, 4, and 35,
as well as single size, mixed material beds [3] with k,/k2 = 3 and 10, with mixing ratios
varying in 20% intervals from 0% to 100% of each material type. Because of the scarcity
of either mixed material beds or multisize beds data, as well as virtually no data on the
combination of the two, finite element calculations were also used as a reference [7]. They
included binary beds of Li2Zr03, Li2O and Be with D,/D2 = 6.5 and a mixed bed of 1.3 mm
Be with 0.2 mm Li2O. The bulk material conductivities were taken from the 1990 ITER
Blanket Materials Database [9], or from the experimental papers.

2.6 Comparison with Data

For the simplest case of a single-size, single-material, low ks/kg bed, all modified
correlations agreed with the data to within + 30% , see Figure 3. The agreement was
slightly better for the HM-mod and SZB-mod correlations than for the OYGT-mod. For the
case of single beds with high ks/kg ratios, such as Al and steel, the original HM greatly
underpredicted the experimental data, but the modified version agreed to within ± 30%,
see Figure 4. Once again, the SZB-mod gave the overall best fit. All the comparisons
were made within the pressure range indicated. Vacuum data was not considered.

For single-size, mixed-material beds, the SZB-mod and HM-mod both were in good
agreement, while the OYGT-mod deviated at times beyond + 30%, see Figure 5. For two-
size, same-material beds, the original SZB-mod with the distribution parameter £aistr as
given by Schlunder greatly overestimated the actual values. However, the SZB-mod with
£distr = 0 was in very Qood agreement, well within + 30%, see Figure 6. The other
correlations also gave good agreement.

For the binary, mixed-material bed, both SZB-mod and HM-mod agreed reasonably with a
finite element calculation performed by Raffray [7], see Figure 7. OYGT-rnod gave
predictions about half those of SZB-mod, HM-mod and the calculated data. Although, the
reliability of the calculation may be questioned, it is somewhat confirmed by its general
agreement with two out of three correlations.

On the basis of these comparisons, the SZB-mod and HM-mod correlations are superior to
the OYGT-mod correlation. The OYGT-mod correlation is also the most complicated. The
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simpler to implement. However, the increased accuracy gained by using the SZB-mod
correlation is worth the extra effort.

3. HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

3.1 Relevant Factors

The effective bed thermal conductivity is a strong function of the bed porosity. At the wall,
the void fraction increases which results in a drop of the bed conductivity. As well, surface
effects such as roughness or contaminants inhibit the flow of heat. To account for these
effects, a second parameter in addition to k ^ is introduced, namely the interface heat
transfer coefficient h, see Figure 8. The influence of the interface on the overall
temperature profile is usually small, especially if the dimensions of the bed greatly exceed
the dimensions of the spheres. However, if the bed is made as small as possible (limited
by packing, usually five to ten sphere diameters), the effect of the wall region (a few radii)
becomes significant. Since in breeder blankets it may be advantageous to reduce bed
size to minimum in order to accommodate high heating rates near the first wall [10,12], the
effects of h should be considered.

There are two ways to define h. One is to divide the bed into two regions: the wall region,
extending from the wall to a depth of, say, one sphere radius into the bed; and the bulk
bed region comprising the rest of the bed, see Figure 9. In this case, temperature
distribution in the bulk region is obtained with k^, and the heat transfer coefficient is
defined by the difference in temperature between the wall and the edge of the inner bed
region,

q = hr * (Tw - Tb) (12)

Another method is to treat the entire bed, including the wall region, as a homogenous
medium with thermal conductivity k^, and to define h by the difference between the actual
wall temperature and the extrapolated wall temperature assuming k ^ in the wall region,

q = h * ( T w - T J (13)

The second method allows for an easier use with analytic models for heat transfer as h
can be used in a resistive network with other transfer coefficients, e.g. coolant convection.
Furthermore, h is the actual experimentally measured quantity, observed from the
temperature drop at the wall. However, the requirement of a zero thickness layer makes
implementation into finite element models more difficult. The conversion between h and hr
may be found as,

h = ht / (1 - k / k b j , where k, = h r * D / 2 (14)

Here, k, represents the effective conductivity of the wall region. In most cases, K < k ^
because the wall constrains the packing of the spheres, resulting in a higher porosity and
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hence h > 0. However, in some geometries the walls might force the spheres into a more
ordered packing than the rest of the bed, resulting in k, > kbed and hence h<0. This may
also occur if the estimate for k, is higher than kbed, as was found with some correlations.
Although a negative h may be unphysical, the wall temperature may still be described
correctly. In the data considered in this paper, h was positive in all cases.

In general, h is a function of the same parameters as kbed, with the addition of the total
surface roughness of the sphere and material. The porosity near the wall is sometimes
expressed in terms of the surface coverage factor.

Three models were compared:
- Hall and Martin / Raffray lower-upper bound model (HMR);
- Schlunder model (S); and
- Yagi and Kunii model (YK).

3.2 Lower/Upper bound model

The lower bound for h is found by assuming 100% porosity over one radius, or the region
filled with gas only, see Appendix A4 [7]. The upper bound model finds kbed for an
idealized cubic packed sphere bed put forth in the HM model [7]. This is assumed to be
the optimal packing for the spheres near a wall region. Both the upper and lower bound
estimates were modified by Raffray to take into account the Smoluchowski effect. They
are independent of radiation, surface roughness and contact area.

3.3 Schlunder model

In this model, heat transfer between the edge of a single sphere and the wall is first
considered [3]. Based on gas and sphere properties, the heat flow is integrated over the
sphere to obtain an average hwai particle. Then using an assumed surface coverage, hr for
the layer is calculated including the effects of radiation and contact area. This is the
original Schlunder model. It assumes that the entire sphere has a constant temperature,
and hence that resistance to heat flow occurs only at the sphere edge and the gas gap. In
reality, the temperature inside the sphere varies in accordance with the sphere conductivity
kj. The modification consists in adjusting the gap region by a factor [3]

D/2*kg/ks (15)

The Schlunder correlation gives the heat transfer coefficient in the form of hr, and from it h
may be determined by the transformation mentioned earlier. Both S and S-mod
correlations are listed in Appendix A4.

3.4 Yaqi and Kunii model

The YK model is similar in approach to the Schlunder model, except it considers the entire
one radius wall region in the heat flow calculation, rather than just the gap region between
the sphere and the wall [3]. Assuming linear heat flow through both the solid and the gas,
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the h for a single sphere is obtained upon integration. Radiative and Smoluchowski effects
are treated, but surface roughness and contact area are not. The layer h is then found by
assuming a porosity for the interface region. Since the result is already in the desired form
of h, the transformation from hr into h is not required. Refer to Appendix A4 for details.

3.5 Experimental Data

Only two sources of heat transfer coefficient data were found:

Dalle-Donne and Sordon (KfK) [3] - AI,Steel,AI2O3,Li4SiO4 / He,Ar - 0.5 to 4.0 mm
Raffray (UCLA) [7] - Al / He,N2 - 0.1 to 4.3 mm

Once, again there was some discrepancy in the experimental results, but in light of the
difficulty of the measurement, this was expected. In order to measure h, the temperature
readings throughout the bed were used to first find kbed, and then extrapolated to the wall
to find T^ . From the actual wall temperature Tw, h was found. Dalle-Donne and Sordon
presented two measurements for each case, one at the inner wall and the other at the
outer wall of the annulus. The two values differed by as much as a factor of 10. Dalle-
Donne and Sordon recommend that the inner wall values be taken as correct because
temperature difference was much greater there, hence increasing accuracy of the
measurement.

3.6 Comparison with Data

The agreement between predicted and obtained values was much poorer for h than it was
for kbed. This is partly a consequence of the high sensitivity of h to errors in kbed and kr, as
can be seen from the expression for h, Eqn. (14). Since h exhibits a singularity for lv=kbed,
the errors in either one will have a much large effect on h. Also the experimental values
contain a larger scatter for h than for k^ . Nonetheless, a reasonable agreement was
obtained with the Schlunder-mod correlation, to within +, 40%, see Figure 10. The original
Schlunder model overpredicted the experimental values, while the Yagi and Kunii model
gave values that were as much as 150 % too low. This may be seen as a result of
neglecting the contact area, which for high conductivity materials plays a major role in heat
transfer. The upper/lower bound model narrowed down the range of h to within an order
of magnitude, but there was little consistency as to the location of the actual value within
that interval. Overall, the Schlunder-modified model gave the best agreement.

3.7 Binary and Mixed material Beds

All of the models considered so far dealt with single-sized, single-material beds. In order to
handle more complicated case, certain approximations were made. For multi sphere-type
beds, the conductivity of the wall region k, was determined in turn for a bed of each sphere
type. The effective conductivity k,^ was then found by scaling in a similar manner as was
done within the bed, see Section 2.3,

K-i = "<M*VI2 + K2*V2
a + 2*V1*Va*2/( 1 /k,, + 1 /kr2 ) (16)
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From here, he(l was found in as mentioned in Section 3.1,

rw = hreH / (1 - k r s A) ,

where k*, = hreI( * Del( / 2

and D9ff = 1 / ( V,/D, + V ^ ) (17)

The effective diameter was used rather than the diameter of the smallest sphere, to take
into account multi-material beds in which the larger sphere may have a greater conductivity
and dominate h. The method used is only a first order estimate, but it gave agreement to
within + 40%. Keeping in mind that for a bed greater than several sphere diameters, the
contribution of the error in h to the temperature profile is inversely proportional to the bed
size, the h uncertainty of + 40% contributes less to the global error in maximum bed
temperature than the + 20% uncertainty in

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

After comparing the various models with the experimental data, the reference correlations
were chosen as:

- for k^ , the SZB-modified correlation with £distr = 0 (uncertainty + 20 %), see Appendix A2;

- for h, the Schlunder-modified correlation with averaging given by Eqns. (16) and (17)
(uncertainty + 40 %), see Appendix A4.

For kbe,,, the HM-mod correlation was also acceptable, but did not fit the data as well as
SZB-mod. The OYGT-mod correlation gave poorer agreement than either SZB-mod or
HM-mod. For h, the YK model underpredicted the observed values by up to 100%, while
HMR upper bound over predicted the data by up to 100%.

The above correlations may be applied to determine k ^ and h for the following beds
sphere-pac beds:

- single size, single material;
- single size, different material;
- two sizes of spheres, single material;
- two sizes of spheres, different material.

The following cases may also be handled:
- high conductivity solid to gas ratio (contact area included);
- gas pressure between 0.1 to 10 bar (Smoluchowski effect incorporated);
- high temperatures (radiative heat transfer included).

Additional experimental work is recommended in the following areas:
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1) Heat transfer in beds with high solid to gas conductivity ratio should be investigated
further to resolve the iriconsistencies within the experimental dataset. This is of specific
interest to fusion blankets where the mixing of high conductivity multiplier such as Be and
its alloys into the bed is of interest.

2) Heat transfer in beds at vacuum conditions should be investigated for the specific
materials of interest, such as lithium ceramics and beryllium, n order to determine the
relative contact areas needed by the recommended models (the contact parameters used
in this work are listed in Tables 3 and 4). Low pressure results might be important in
active temperature control of fusion blankets by variation of the gas pressure. The lower
limit to this process would be set by contact area heat transfer.

3) High temperature data should be obtained to test the accuracy of the models at
temperatures above 400°C. For fusion blankets, the operating temperature might reach as
high as 900 to 1100°C, and it is essential to observe heat transfer in those limits.
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Table 1: Comparison of correlations with respect
to various parameters

effect SZB SZB-mod OYGT OYGT-mod HM HM-mod

different D

different k

radiative
heat transfer

Smoluchowski
effect (low P)

finite contact
area

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES



Table 2: Comparison of data for high ks/kg ratios

Data

KfK

UCLA

Duncan,
Peterson,
Fletcher

KfK

Bed

Al/He
2 mm

Al/He
0.5 to 4 mm

AI/N2
2.4 mm

Al/vacuum
0.14 mm

Steel/He
2 mm

ks/kg

1425

1275

6110

infinite

333

kbed(W/m*K)

6.5

2.2 to 2.4

5.2
9.8

2.2
6.0

2.6

external
pressure

?

?

0
1 MPa

0
1MPa

?

T = 50-90 C, P = 1 bar, bed porosity = 35 to 40 %



Table 3: Fractional Contact Areas for the various
material spheres and the various correlations

considered in this work

SDhere i

Al

Steel

Al

Steel

AI2O3

Li4Si04

Li2Zr03

Li2O

Be

Be

Be

U02

Sohere i

Al

Steel

AI2O3

AI2O3

AI2O3

Li4Si04

Li2Zr03

Li2O

Be

Li2O

Li2Zr03

UO2

Pk^Area^^^/Ai

listed

SZB-mod

10

5

4

1.5

0.5

0

0.5

0.5

5

1.5

1.5

0.5

•pa
c "projected i

arep^iO"

HM-mod

6.5

3.2

2

0

0

0

0

0

3.2

0

0

0

OYGT-mod

6.5

3.2

2

1.5

1.5

0

1.2

1.2

3.2

1.5

1.5

1.2



Table 4: Fractional wall-sphere contact areas and
surface roughnesses for various materials

Pvy - A r e a c o n , a c ! Sphere-wall ' " ' " p ro jec ted by sprere

5 = surface roughness of sphere + surface roughness of cladding

Spheres Cladding p,..2*10"4 for the modified Schlunder corr. 5 ( urn )

1 11

1 11

1 11

1.5 11

9 2

5 2

9 2

Li2Zr03

Li2O

Li4Si04

AI2O3

Al

Steel

Be

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel



Figure 1: Unit Cell for the OYGT model
The model is limited to R1/R2 < 3

Heat flux

R21 = h*R1



Figure 2 : Possible unit cells and their
probabilities of occurance for the OYGT model,

where nij is the number of contact points (coordination
number) per sphere and Vi is the sphere volume fraction

Single size spheres

n*V1 n*V22

n11*V1

Multi-size spheres

n12*V1 n21 *V2 n22*V2



Figure 3 : Comparison of correlations
with data for same D, same k beds

predicted conductivity (W/m*K)

experimental conductivity (W/m*K)

a HM mod A SZB mod ° OYGT mod

Data: KfK. Trent, Hall+Martin
gas : He, 1.0 to 0.1 bar, v=0 m/s
size 0.5 to 4.0 mm



Figure 4 : Comparison of correlations
with data for high ks/kg ratio beds

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

predicted conductivity (W/m K)

-

-

+ 30°/

- 30 %

X

n

i

A

X

D

^~

O
A ^ ^ -

Q

2 4 6
experimental conductivity (W/m*K)

8

HM - SZB mod OYGT mod HM mod

Data: KfK (Al.Steel)
gas : He, 1.0 bar, v=0 m/s
size : 2.0, 4.0 mm



Figure 5 : Comparison of correlations
with data for same D, different k beds

predicted conductivity (W/m*K)

2 3
experimental conductivity (W/m*K)

HM

Data: KfK
gas : He, 1.0 bar, v=0 m/s
size : 2.0,4.0 mm

A SZB mod OYGT mod HM mod



Figure 6 : Comparison of correlations
with data for different D, same k beds

predicted conductivity (W/m*K)

0 1 1.5
experimental conductivity (W/m*K)

a HM mod SZB mod ° OYGT mod

2.5

Data : KfK, H+M, UCLA
gas : He, 1.0 bar, v=0 m/s
size : .035mm to 4.0 mm



Figure 7: Comparison of correlations
with data for different D and k beds

predicted conductivity (W/m*K)

2 3 4
experimental conductivity (W/m*K)

HMmod A SZBmod o OYGT mod

6

Calc: UCLA Be 1.3mm 75%, Li2O 0.2mm 25%
gas: He, 1.0 bar, v=0 m/s



Figure 8: Sphere-pac bed in the near wall region:
the bases for the interface heat transfer coeff.

Bed conductivity ( kbed )

Bulk region



Figure 9 : Definition of interface heat transfer
coefficients h and hr ( h is used in this work)

kr = hr * 2 / D

h = hr / (1 - kr/kb)

q = h * (Tw - Tew )

q = hr * ( Tw - Tb )



Figure 10 : Comparison of correlations
with data for the interface h

2000
predicted h (W/mA2*K)

1500 -

1000 -

1000 1500
experimental h (W/mA2*K)

2000

A Shlunder modified ° Yagi and Kunii

Data: KfK (AI,Steel,AI2O3)
gas : He, 1.0 bar, v=0 m/s
size : 2.0,4.0 mm

2500



Appendix Al: Rail and Martin aodal modified for contact area heat transfer
and difftrtnt conductivity «phare* OTTP, June 1991

Dl, 02 - sphere diameters

vfl, vf2 - volume fractions of each sphere type with raspact to tha bad

VI, V2 - rslativa volume fractions of aach sphara typa

ksl, ks2 - thermal conductivity of each sphara typa

kg - thermal conductivity of tha gas

dj - jump distance for the Smoluchowski effect

T, P - temperature and pressure of tha bad ( X, MPa )

pkij - relative contact radii for various sphere types

fpsl, fps2 - internal sphere porosity of each sphere typa

el, E2 - emissivity of each sphere typa

r-l

vf vf
j

-1

Daff
0.3333

0.3333

j j

z vf

pfc :» avelpkl
5 2 2 1
,pJc2 ,pkl2 ,7 ,V

1 2j

relative volume fractions
of each sphere typa

Effective diameter according
to H+M, based on cube root

Overall bed porosity

Effective contact radius

:»23-

•rl

1 + 22 pk
1.3333

-11 x Iel2 :» 2 \— + —
lei E2J

:« radfT,kgasrel,D 1

L iJ
,kgas,e2,D 1

2J

er2 :» radft

Effective relative contact area

Mixed emissivity of tha two types

Radiative contribution of 1st type

of 2nd type



•rl2 :« rad(T,kgas,eX2,Deff)

ar :« avefarl,er2,arl2,V ,V 1
L 1 2J

of nixed

Effective radiativa contribution

ksl2 :• 2 - — + —
[ksl ks2J

kseff :» avaf)c3l,)c32,Jc3l2,V ,v

Mixed sphara conductivity of
the two types

Effective sphere conductivity

kbed :• {{1 - 6) ksp (kgas, kseff, Deff, ft dj,er) 1.2 + $ kseff)

Effective Bed thermal conductivity
according to the H+M model

-8 -2 -4
0 s 5.67010 •»•• K Stefan Boltzman constant

rad(TK,kg,€,D)
4-D-e-O-TK

kg-(2 - e )
Radiative contribution to kbed

2 2
ave(xl,x2,xl2,Vl,V2) s x lVl + x2V2 + 2VlV2xl2 Averaging of

properties

x 1 - er [" x]
ksp (kgks,djD,er) a + 1 - - - (1 + er)

cub 2 kgks(l - er) - 1 L fl

% 1 + djD fkgks- (1 + erdjD) + djD
• -(-1) In
2 2 Ld + kgkser)(l + djD)

(kgks(l - ar) - 1)

Conductivity of tha cubic sphere packing bed

-x 1 - ar
ksp (kgks,djD,er) a

cyl 2 1 - kgks(l - •*) ...

(1 + d jD) • - 2 asin
Ikgks H

J 2 . ( i H
K djD-

KljD)

(1 +

(1 +

kgks-er)

kgksar).

(1 -kgksd -ar))- djD-(2 + djD)(l + kgksar) .,

\* 2kgks(l + kgksar) - kgks

Conductivity of tha square packed infinita cylinder bed



(ft-0.476) • (£2-0.215)
1-Q fksi

l n -
).1O2 [kgj ...

f f g j
+ Q (fi-0.215) In ksp — , — , e r

-0.0651 L cub Lk* D J

ksp(kg,ks,D,ftdj,er) s kge

(Q-0.476) In ksp —,—,ar
0.0441 [ cyl [ks D J

Conductivity of the bad with porosity ft, logarithmicly
interpolated froa four bads:

1) solid block, Q » 0%
2) squara packed infinite cylindars, 12 • 21.5 %
3) cubic packed spheres, 12 * 47.6 %
4) empty bed, gas only, Q * 100 %



Appendix A2: Schlunder, Zehnar and Bauer aodel aodified for different
conductivity spheres and for size affects CITTP, June 2991

01, 02 - sphere diameters

vfl, vf2 - volume fractions of each sphera typa with respect to the bed

VI, V2 - ralativa volume fractions of aach sphere type

ksl, ks2 - thermal conductivity of each sphere type

kg - thermal conductivity of the gas

g - thermal accomodation coefficient, for the Smoluchowski effect

o - mean free path of the gas molecules, fn( T,P )

T, P - temperature and pressure of the bed

pkij - relative contact radii for various sphere types

fpsl, fps2 - internal sphere porosity of each sphere type

el, s2 - emissivity of each sphere type

V—i
vf

Oeff :>

3J
-1

D
j jJ

relative volume fractions
of each sphere type

Effective diameter according
to SZB aodel, based on 1/Vi

DO :»

z1
L i jJ

Distribution parameter Z distr according to SZB model,
developed for Multiple sphere size beds
froa 4 to 11 sizes, with Omaz/Dain < 10

Present Modification, uses a bed
of on* size spheres of equivalent
diameter, seting tha distribution
parameter developed by Schlunder
to zero

X :» <JDD - 1 o
distr

a : vf

. j

Z :• 0
distr

Overall bed porosity



pk :>
[ 2 2 2 1

ive pkl ,pk2 ,pkl2 ,V ,V I Effective contact radius

:- 23 Effective relative contact area

1 + 22 pk
1.3333

ksl2 :» 2-

-1

ksl ks2j

kseff :» av«fksl,ks2,ksl2,Vifksl,ks2,ksl2,V ,V 1
L 1 2j

Mixed sphere conductivity of
the two typ«s

Sffactive sphere conductivity

kbed : * kSZB fkgas, kseff, T,P, Si,Oeff, g, Z , 6, el, e2,V ,V 1 • kgas
L distr 1 2j

Effective Bed thermal conductivity
according to the SZB-mod model

2 2
ave(ksl,ks2,ksl2,Vl,V2) s ksl VI + ks2V2 + 2VlV2-3csl2 Averaging

of properties
2
- - 1
9

kgkd(o,g,D) a 1 + 2-o Ratio kg/kd, expressing the fractional
D contribution due to the Smoluchowski

effect

-7 T -2 -4 Ratio kz/kg, expressing
krkg(T,D,kg,£) a 2.3110 D W a K the fractional contri-

|2 1 bution due to radiative
kg-I- - 1 heat transfer

Le J
2 2

krkgeff(T,Dfkg,Vl,V2,£l,e2) a krkg(T,D,kg,el)-VI + krkg(T,D,kg,e2) V2 ...

+ 2VlV2krkg

-1

I1 M
T,D,kg,2- — + —

Lei C2l
Effective radiative contribution, averaged over different
sphere types

10

9
fl 1 Size distribution effects for

B[QZ I z 1.25 I- -11 -fl + 3 Z 1 different sized spheres:
L distr J [Q J L distr J with thepresent aodification

Z distr « 0
1.25 is a shape factor for
spheres



A(kgkd,krks,B,kdks) • (1 + krks - Bkdks) kgkd - B (kgkd - 1) • (1 + krks)

kgkd 1
C (kskg, krkg, kgkd, B) * (kskg + krkg) •

1 + (kgkd - 1) ' (kskg + krkg) B

F (A, B, kskg, krkg, kgkd, C) = -
A

B kgkd B - 1
— (kskg + krkg - 1) la(C) kgkd
2 kskg A

A

+ 0.5- 1 + - • (Jcrkg-kgkd - B' (1 + (kgkd - 1) krkg))

kSZB(Q, kgkd, krkg, kskg, <j>,F) s [l - j l - Q j - + Q krkg
\fl - 1 + kgkd J ...

+ h - fl(«J»kskg + (1 - $)-r)

Conductivity of the bad with porosity Q, according to tha SZB-mod
correlation. T represents the function F() listed above. Functions
A, B,C also are used in F().



Appendix A3 : Okazaki, Yamasaki, Gotoh and Toai (OYGT) modal modified for
radiative affects, Smoluchowski affect,
and contact area heat transfer CITTP, Junel991

- sphere diameters

- volume fractions of each sphere type with respect to the bed

- relative volume fractions of each sphere type

- thermal conductivity of each sphere type

- thermal conductivity of the gas

- thermal accomodation coefficient, for the Smoluchowski effect

- mean free path of the gas molecules, fn( T,P )

- temperature and pressure of the bed

- relative contact radii for various sphere types

- internal sphere porosity of each sphere type

- emissivity of each sphere type

-1

Di,

Tfl,

VI,

ksl,

g

0

T, P

pfcij

fpsl

D2

vf2

V2

ks2

el, E2

vf

Daff :>

Q : - 1 -

- l

relative volume fractions
of aach sphere type

X1

j JJ

I!"
^ J

Av

As

n :

i f (Q> .333,0.5- (3-fl- l ) ,0 )

i f (Q> .333,1.5-(1 - $ , 1 )

Effective diameter adapted from
the SZB modal

Overall bed porosity

Fraction of call occupied by vapour

Fraction of call occupied by solid

Ava. I of contact points in ona
direction, effective coord. #

»' I* /* #"1
Lx i J

R'

h :>
2 J

R R'

factors used in
integration

nil :» niifn,V ,V ,R ,R 1
L 1 2 1 2}

# of contact points between different types
of spheres

n22 :- niifn,V ,V ,R ,R 1
L 2 1 2 l j

nl2 :* nijfn22,R ,R 1
L 2 lj

n21 :» nijfnll,R ,R 1
L 1 2}

*{pk2)



Relative contact area between different types
of spheres

kxll

krl2

kr22

kgkd

:- kgas-krkgfodpfb ,D l,kgis,el,ell

:• kgas-krkgfT,dpfD ,D ],kgas,£l,£2]
I L l 2j J

,dpfo ,D ],kgas,e2,£2l
L2 2j J

Radiative contribution for
different types of spheres

L
kgkd(o,g,Deff) Relative Smoluchowski

contribution

If f P ] 1 I Coabined contribution
kesll :* kas kgsff kgas,kgkd,X r ,—,hLkrll ,ksl,n appearing in the

L L L1 2 J J J final kbOK function,
for different type

P 1 1 1 sphere*
kes22 :» kes kgaff kgas,kgkd,X r ,-,h ,kr22 ,ks2,n

kesl2 :» kesl2 P,r ,3c3l,Jcs2,h,Jcgeff Jcgas,kgkd,X r ,— ,h ,!trl2
I 1 L L 1 2 J J

kes21 :« kesl2-

kbed :* kbOK Effectived bed thermal conductivity
according to the modified Okazkaki et al. model

kgeff(kg,kgkd,X,krij)
kgkd - 1

1 +

* — [l3.84 - J232.0-Q- S7.18J

+ krijX Modified kg, taking into
account radiation and
Saoluchovski effect

Effective coordination I,
or the I of point contacts
per direction

costh(n) a |1 —
n

kgkd(O,g,D) a 1 • 2o- :

2
- - 1
9

sine*, sin 8 • nA(-.5)
angle used in integration

Relative gas to
Smoluchowski effect
contribution



-7 T
krkg(T,D,kg,el,e2) * 2.3110 D -

Relative
-2 -4 radiative

H a K contribution

-11 Mdp(di,dj) s 2 - + —
[di djj

kg- - + - - 1
lei e2 I

Averaged diameter,introduced
in modification, not in
original OYGT model

O(pk) s 2 3 -
pk

1 + 22 pk

nii(n,Vi,Vj,Ri,Rj) a n-

1.3333

Vi

Ri

vi vj

2 2
.Ri Rj J

-1

Fractional contact area

Number of sphere contact
points for a unit cell
consisting of spheres i
and j of different sizes

nij(n,Ri,Rj) a n-
Ri + Rj

2-Ri

R'(R,r,n) s R-

X(rl,f,h) E Re

2 r

1 + r

Radius to heat transfer cutoff

I 2 \2 2 2
.1 + rl - >Jl - T - Ul - h T .

Integration parameter,
expressing cell geometry

kes(kg,ks,n) s 2kg-
ks

ks -

•

kg.

2

+ (-1) •

p
ks -

. ks

kg
(1 - costh(n))

Results
of
integration
for
same siza
spheres

kesl2(r,rl,ksl,ks2,h,kg) =

0

Re
ksl

2(1

2 I 2

2
h

+ rl)

2
- a •

ks2

•r

2

r Mrl,I\h)

hkg

Integration of heat flow for different size spheres in
point contact, modifications enter via kgeff



kbOK
f G-kga* f 2

:« AY- + ft- (Jwll'Vl +
[Q - 1 + kgkd

+ As-

VI

kr22V2 + 2VlV2-krl2.

n l l ( ( l - (frll)kesll + ^llJesl) . . .

n!2-

-1
1 M

•kesl2 + (j)12-2- — +
[kal

+ V2' n22( ( l - <j>22)kes22 + (>22

-11 l l(1 - <j)21)kes21 + 021-2- — + —
Lksl ks2\

Effective thermal conductivity of a bed with porosity ft,
according to the modified Olcazaki et a l . model. The terms refer
either to variables or functions defined above.



Appendix A4 : Various Interface Conductance models :
CFFTP, June 1991

ks, kw, kg - thermal conductivity of the spheres, the wall
material and the gas respectively

kgks - gas to sphere conductivity ratio

g - thermal accomodation coefficient, for the Smoluchowski affect

Xg - mean free path of the gas molecules, fn( T,P )

T, P - gas pressure and temperature pressure of the bed

a - Stefan-Bolt zman constant

pw - relative contact radii between the sphere and the wall

0 - sphere diameter

£s, ew - emissivity of the spheres and the wall respectively

Pr - Prandtl number of the gas

kr - Effective conductivity of the feww radii interface
region where, q = kr * (Tb - Tw) / (D/2)

hr - Interface hr defined on the interface region temperature
difference, q = hr * (Tb - Tw). Hence hr = kr / (D/2)

h - Interface h defined on the difference between
the extrapolated bed temperature and the wall temperature,
q = h * (Tw - Tew), hence h • hr / ( 1 - kr/kbed )

HMR Lower bound :

F := 1.67 Helium specific heat ratio

2 [2 1 T 1
:=-Xg- - - 1

D lg J T + 1 Pr
C := — X g - 1 — 1| Smoluchowski effect contribution
Knud

2 kg D
hr := kr := hr-- hr found assuming 100% bed

D 1 + 2-C 2 porosity
Knud

hr
h := Interface h from the lower bound estimate
lower kr

1
kbed



HMR Upper bound model :

hr :» -"kg-
D

kr := hr--
2

,2-(kgks - 1)

kgks - 1 - [l + C 1-ln
L Knud J

kgks -I- C
Knud

1 + C
Knud

n
+ 1 - -

4

hr

hr found assuming a cubic packed sphere bed,
with kbed as predicted by the HM model

Interface h from the Upper bound estimate

upper kr

kbed

Original Schlunder h model :

h := 4a-T
rad

-1
1 1
— + 1
es sw

Radiation contribution based on Tavg,
, h~4oeTavgA3

2 ks
h := 2-pw —
contact D

T := 2-Xg- - - 1
3

kg
h := 4- —
gap D

2T + 2-8
1 +

Direct contact contribution

•In 1 +
2T + 2-8 I Gap heat transfer

assuming constant T
on wall and sphere

<j> := 0.8 Fraction of area covered, - 0.8 according to
A Schundler

2-fl -• 1-kg
L A J original

hr := 6 -h + + h + h Schlunder hr
A gap r* rad contact estimate

J2D + 2-(f + 8)

kr :=

u
tl

Sch

hr'

*

' —
2

1

hr

kr
-

kbed

effective one radius conductivity

Interface h estimate according
to the original Schlunder model



Schlundar modified h modal:

kg IT 2-T + 2 8 + kgks-D ll f D
h :• A-— 1 + In 1 +
gap D LL 1 - kgks Dj [ 2 T + 2-5 + kgks-D

- 1

kgks*D/2 compensates for a finite conductivity of the sphere
resulting in a varying temperature distribution

'?-•»]•* hr based on linear
hr := 6 -h + + h + h heat flow through

A gap i— rad contact sphere and gap from
\j2 D + 2-(F + 5) sphere center plane

D
kr := h r —

2

hr
h := Interface HTC estimate according to the
Sen mod kr modified Schlunder model.

kbed



Yagi and Kunii h modal :

Q' :• 0.7 Void fraction near th« wall,
according to tha YK nodal

3 es
h :» 4-oT Radiation heat transport term
rs 2 - es between two solid surfaces

3 1
h := 4-O'T Radiation heat transport term between
rv 1 - es two adjacent volumes occupied by the

1 + ft' fluid
2 e s ( l - Q')

2
(1 - kgks) kgks Integration factor

fw := 0.25
-In (kgks) + kgks - 1 3

kwkg :•$!'• 2 + h —
rv kgj

1 - Q' Relative conductivity
of the interface region

-1 wrt. the gas,
|1 D 1 kgks Result of unit cell
— + h — + integration

[fw rs kgj 3

-1
kg I" 1 kg 1

h := — 0.S Interface HTC from the Yagi and Kunii
YK D [kwkg kbedj model

h 0
YK kr :* hr—

hr := 2
0

1 + h 0.5
YK Jcbed


